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TELEHOUSE America and Sidera Networks to
Provide Low Latency Connections to Customers
TELEHOUSE America announced that Sidera Networks will provide its ultra low
latency, scalable, reliable network infrastructure to TELEHOUSE customers for
increased resiliency and advanced performance. Sidera’s network delivers unique
access between major financial exchanges and leading colocation facilities
throughout the New York and New Jersey metropolitan areas. This strategic
relationship will also offer Sidera Networks access to TELEHOUSE’s premier
colocation space with low to no cross connect fees, creating a mutually beneficial
offering.
Leading financial, enterprise and carrier organizations throughout the Northeast,
mid-Atlantic regions as well as Chicago, Toronto and London rely upon Sidera
Networks’ comprehensive suite of services for optimal performance of their missioncritical business applications. Through this relationship, TELEHOUSE America’s
clients can utilize Sidera Networks’ low-latency network, which provides connections
between leading financial exchanges and other on-net facilities. TELEHOUSE’s
carrier neutral data centers in New York City: 85 10th Avenue in Chelsea, 25
Broadway in the Wall Street area, and 7 Teleport Drive on Staten Island will now
have access to Sidera’s first-class network, designed for reliable, flexible, lowlatency and high capacity connectivity. The company’s secure routes transport
many of the financial trades conducted on the major stock exchanges in the New
York metropolitan area.
Sidera’s Ethernet Services are also now readily accessible to TELEHOUSE
customers, allowing them to utilize a service that delivers an efficient, completely
restorable, highly scalable, and easily managed network. Sidera offers dedicated
point-to-point, switched point-to-multipoint, and multipoint-to-multipoint Layer 2
Ethernet service. Sidera’s Ethernet service allows TELEHOUSE customers to
seamlessly extend their Ethernet networks both within and outside the metropolitan
area.
“The combination of TELEHOUSE’s colocation and Sidera Networks’ high quality
services offer our large base of financial firms and financial service providers the
secure, low latency connectivity they require to conduct trades and transactions
quickly and seamlessly,” comments Akio Sugeno, Vice President of Internet
Engineering, Operations, and Business Development for TELEHOUSE America.
“Sidera’s ability to provide reliable, cost-effective solutions backed by solid service
and support aligns with TELEHOUSE’s goals and deep commitment to our
customers.”
"Businesses in the financial services industry look to TELEHOUSE to deliver a
scalable, reliable infrastructure designed to support their unique needs," said Maura
Mahoney, Vice President of Marketing and Business Development for Sidera
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Networks. "Combining TELEHOUSE’s capabilities with our ultra low-latency network
is a complete solution designed to ensure optimal performance of business-critical
applications."
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